Day 2 Worksheet:

The easiest marketing ever starts HERE
How do you want to feel as you’re marketing your offer, program, or service this year?
Shortcut to knowing EXACTLY what your ideal peeps will PAY FOR:
Get on the banana with at least 3 (more if you can- the more info you get, the more copy you’ll have practically
WRITTEN for you) clients, past or present, or even IDEAL clients (can be people you haven't worked with but who
ARE your ideal client).
5 QUESTIONS to ask your clients to get your copy written for you:
Why was it important for you to join this/enrol/sign up for this?

What specifically did you want to happen- what was the outcome or result that you were after?

What's your goal (in this area) for the next 12 months? Be specific: what would make you pop open your
version of a bottle of bubbly and book a spa weekend 12 months from now?

Where are you stuck right now in achieving that? What's not working?

What do you need from me that would solve that problem?
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Wondering how to APPROACH people to get this info? Try something like the following:
“Heya! You are one of my ABSOLUTE, favorite people to work with and I deeply value your opinion. I’m wondering if
I can ask you a few questions for a new offer I’m building. Would you be willing to jump on the phone with me for 15
minutes to answer a few questions?”
“Hi there! Hope all is well. I’m doing a little research on what my favorite, ideal clients need for a new offer (or
whatever) I’m building and I really respect your opinion. Would you be willing to jump on the phone with me for 15
minutes to answer a few quick questions?”
Most folks enjoy giving their opinion, and will be happy to support you. If you have something you can offer in
exchange (“As a thank you, what can I do for YOU?” is a beautiful question to ask).
You can offer a laser coaching session, a connection to someone they’re looking for whom you know, a piece of
content you have that might help them, even a free session of YOUR support.
After all, they’re helping by writing YOUR copy FOR you!!!
This info is pure gold. These are super easy to set up- see if someone will do this in the next 24 hours to start
getting feedback instantly.
5 people I can ask to jump on the banana with me:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
What I’ll offer as a thank you:

Share your take aways in the group with #DAY2
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